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Abstract. Existing techniques for the redesign of business processes are mostly
concerned with optimizing efficiency and productivity, but do not take social
considerations into account. In this paper, we represent social business process
redesign (SBPR) as a constrained optimization problem (COP). Assuming a
workforce of human and computer resources, SBPR considers two types of deci-
sions: (1) how to allocate tasks among this workforce and (2) which skills it
should acquire. The latter decision can be used to control for the amount of
automation (by setting an upper bound), which may ensure, for example, that
disadvantaged workers are included. We discuss scenarios inspired by real-world
considerations where the COP representation of SBPR can be used as a deci-
sion support tool. Furthermore, we present an extensive computational analysis
that demonstrates the applicability of our COP-based solution to large SBPR
instances, as well as a detailed analysis of the factors that influence the perfor-
mance of the approach. Our work shows that it is feasible to incorporate mul-
tiple considerations into redesign decision making, while providing meaningful
insights into the trade-offs involved.

1 Introduction

Socially responsible organizations look beyond shareholder interests to shape their busi-
ness practices. By taking into account the interests of a broader group of stakeholders
(or even society as a whole), they could become even more successful in attracting and
retaining highly skilled, quality employees [1] and may enjoy a higher corporate per-
formance than their traditional competitors [2]. The adoption of social responsibility
principles in itself can also be seen as a sign of moral development of humanity, which
accelerates as societies climb the stages of human empowerment [3].

In this paper, we aim to contribute to widening the conventional focus of Business
Process Management (BPM) such that it can also guide and inspire socially responsible
organizations. As such, it is congruent with other attempts to look beyond the tradi-
tional scope of the BPM discipline. Notably, Green BPM calls for a consideration of
the environmental consequences of business process endeavors [4], while Social BPM
emphasizes a better user engagement to overcome adoption issues [5].
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Our particular focus is on the development of a technique that supports process
redesign, one of the prime phases of the BPM life-cycle. This phase is eminently
concerned with achieving economic benefits through its focus on efficiency and cost
reduction. We introduce a novel dimension to include in redesign initiatives, namely
social responsibility. That is, the process of decision making and process change will
not only be driven by economic motives, but will also comprise social considerations.
We shall refer to socially responsible redesign initiatives as Socially-aware Business
Process Redesign (SBPR).

Our motivation for SBPR is rooted in a number of dilemmas that executives today
face when redesigning business processes. First of all, numerous automation opportu-
nities may exist that could be pursued to improve the efficiency of a business process.
But how can automation be balanced with the social objectives of providing meaning-
ful jobs to society and job security to employees? Secondly, executives may realize that
a diverse representation of employees is righteous, social, and ethical. What is more
difficult to establish is whether they can afford to train such a new workforce and how
the inclusion of disadvantaged employees may affect business performance. While the
management of a process-centered organization will know its processes, the activities
that those processes are composed of, and the skills that are required to execute those
activities, it lacks the tools to decide on how to redesign its processes while balancing
productivity and social objectives.

In this work, we set to develop a decision support tool that facilitates SBPR. To
this end, we formulate an SBPR problem as a constrained optimization problem (COP).
The COP considers two types of decisions: (1) decisions that allocate activities to roles
(classical redesign decisions) and (2) decisions on training existing or new roles to
acquire new skills. The objective of our COP is to maximize efficiency, while limiting a
pre-defined social budget. A social budget can be seen as a compensation sum, which is
for example agreed upon with labor unions when a reorganization happens. The social
budget is spent whenever an ‘unsocial’ decision is made, e.g., automating a task by
moving it away from a human resource to a machine-based role.

Against this background, the main contribution of our work is threefold:

1. Formulating the social business process redesign (SBPR) problem as a constrained
optimization problem and proving its computational complexity (Sect. 3).

2. Presenting an extensive computational analysis of the COP that shows its relevance
to large SBPR instances and provides insights into problem characteristics (Sect. 4).

3. Demonstrating how decision-making with SBPR could take place in real-life set-
tings by exploring the impact of various social policies on the associated COP
(Sect. 5).

We will now first provide the background for the redesign dilemmas that we mentioned.

2 Background

In this section, we describe how recent technological developments fundamentally
change the workplace. In addition, companies become increasingly aware of their social
responsibilities. These elements create dilemmas for executives, which we will describe
in more detail here. This section is a stepping stone towards the formulation of the opti-
mization problem in Sect. 3.
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2.1 Automation

In the past 15 years, the opinion on what human tasks can be automated has radically
changed.1 Since computers excel at following exact procedures designed by program-
mers, this was believed to mean that computers can only be made to perform tasks that
humans have thoroughly understood and meticulously codified (see e.g. [6]).

Advances in digital technology, in particular in machine learning, are such that a
much wider range of tasks are now susceptible to automation [7]. The self-driving car
has become a threat to the drivers of taxis, buses, and trucks. Language translation is
available to anyone with internet access. Algorithmic approaches have proved more
accurate than medical specialists for a range of diagnosis tasks. Journalistic text writing
can now be automated to some extent, as can personal financial advice [8]. Robotic Pro-
cess Automation (RPA) is a technology that can be applied to perform some activities
better and faster than human employees can [9]. So, more than ever before, compa-
nies can improve their productivity by automating tasks hitherto performed by human
workers.

2.2 Training

Automation is, however, not the only approach to performance improvement. By invest-
ing in human capital, notably on-the-job training, workers can become more produc-
tive [10]. Training can also be used to let employees handle new technologies, e.g. AI.
A third type of training is concerned with increasing the employability of people. For
example, a recent analysis of German data suggests that training can be effective to
move people to jobs at lower risk of automation (i.e., requalification) [11].

The majority of modern studies of developed economies indicate that automation
and computerisation are at this point the main factors shaping the task composition of
jobs. In addition, a recent study shows that the growth of non-routine cognitive tasks
in Central and Eastern Europe is mostly driven by workforce up-skilling [12]. In the
United States, companies like Amazon, Walmart, and AT&T just announced massive
training programs for their own workers [13]. These developments show that companies
are actively looking into training as an additional way to improve their productivity.

2.3 Inclusion

The motives of companies to invest in requalifying their existing workforce can also be
explained by other than economic interests. A recent McKinsey report states that thirty-
eight percent of the responding executives in a survey, coming from all world regions,
cited the desire to “align with our organization’s mission and values” as a key reason
for initiating training programs [14]. In a similar vein, at the 2017 World Economic
Forum in Davos, 80% of CEOs who were investing heavily in artificial intelligence
also publicly pledged to retain and retrain existing employees (ibid). This shows that
companies do realize that taking care of their workforce is a “social good”.

1 Automating a task is not the same as completely automating an occupation or job. Most human
jobs involve a range of tasks.
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One aspect of being a socially responsible employer is to extend hiring practices
towards “nontraditional talent pools” [14]. The insight is growing that company prac-
tices to attain new employees might be biased against anyone on such bases as race,
gender, sexual orientation, disability and other physical, cultural, and social attributes.
An overarching concern among employers has been that the costs associated with hir-
ing disadvantaged people, notably the disabled, will outweigh the benefits [15]. These
perceived concerns with costs include the provision of expensive accommodations,
decreased employee productivity, and increased supervisory time. While these are often
exaggerated and a full cost-benefit analysis might also want to take into account work-
ers’ long time loyalty to the firm and the positive effects on the company’s public image,
an empirical study that compared a range of factors did find that the productivity (speed
and accuracy) of employees with a disability are significantly lower than that of non-
disabled employees [16]. In other words, companies who want to hire responsibly, may
need to account for some performance loss.

In summary, we discussed in this section (1) that automation has become a ubiq-
uitous instrument for productivity enhancement; (2) that training of the workforce is a
further approach to productivity enhancement, with additional social benefits; (3) that
other socially responsible practices, in particular the hiring of disadvantaged employees,
may be costly or even negatively affect performance. This characterizes the dilemma of
interest for us: how can organizations that wish to redesign their business processes
balance automation, training, and hiring practices when they pursue productivity objec-
tives as well as socially responsible outcomes? To address these questions, we need to
formulate the decision problem in more precise terms, which is the focus of the next
section.

3 The Problem of Social Business Process Redesign

In this section we formulate the social business process redesign (SBPR) problem as
a constrained optimization problem (COP). The COP can then be used as a decision
support tool for social redesign. As a running example, we shall consider the automation
of the outpatient clinic process described in Fig. 1. Patients arrive at the front desk and
register with the clerk. Next, their vital signs and basic lab tests are collected by the
nurse. The nurse then sequences the patients according to their level of urgency and
sends them to the medical doctor, who examines and treats each patient. After treatment,
patients continue for a check-out with the clerk. We aim at redesigning the process such
that several activities will be allocated to an automated resource.

In what follows, we start by presenting the input parameters of the SBPR problem,
followed by a definition of the decision variables and the COP formulation. Subse-
quently, we apply the approach to our running example and conclude the section with a
discussion on setting SBPR parameters.

3.1 Input Parameters

We start by describing the input parameters to the SBPR problem. Let A be the set
of activities to be (re-)allocated to a set of resource types R. In the as-is model pre-
sented in Fig. 1 there are 7 activities performed by 3 resource types, which we denote
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Fig. 1. An outpatient hospital treatment process.

by C,N,M ∈ R for Clerk, Nurse, and Medical Doctor, respectively. In our model, a
resource type r ∈ R can execute an activity a ∈ A if and only if the resource type
possesses the skill required to execute the activity. Returning to the process in Fig. 1,
resource type ‘Clerk’ must possess the relevant skill ‘Clerkship’, which is required for
executing ‘Register’ and ‘Check-out’. Formally, we denote by S the set of skills that
resource types are required to learn in order to perform the various activities. In our
running example, we consider 6 skills, namely ‘Clerkship’, ‘Vital Signs’, ‘Lab Tests’,
‘Patient Sequencing’, ‘Examine’, and ‘Treat’, which we denote by s1, . . . , s6, respec-
tively (e.g., s1 denotes ‘Clerkship’). We assume that an activity a requires exactly one
skill, which we denote by s(a) ∈ S. For example, activity ‘Take Vital Signs’ requires
s2, which is the ‘Vital Signs’ skills.

We model skill acquisition using a directed acyclic skill graph G(S, E) with its
vertices being skills and its edges E ⊆ S × S corresponding to precedence relation
between skills. For example, an edge (s1, s2) ∈ E implies that one must acquire skill s1
prior to acquiring skill s2. By definition, a skill may have more than a single predecessor.
Furthermore, we assume that a single universal skill graph exists, meaning that the clerk
can learn skills that are currently possessed by nurses. We assume that the skill graph
is given to us as an input. Note that our definition of a skill graph is inspired by career
paths graphs defined in [17]. In practice, one can elicit a skill graph using existing
documentation and other types of organisational data.

Figure 2 demonstrates a possible skill graph that corresponds to our running exam-
ple. Note that the graph in all three figures remains the same, while the skills possessed
by the different resource types are different. The as-is set of skills possessed by the
resource types is defined using a coloring function σ : R → 2S that maps resource
types to their current sets of skills. The three different coloring functions presented in
Fig. 2 correspond to the current skills of the three resource types in our running exam-
ple. Note that since (s1, s2) ∈ E we get that s1 ∈ σ(N), which means that a nurse can
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Fig. 2. Skills graph with 3 different coloring functions of the three resource types

also perform clerkship-related activities. The as-is coloring function of every resource
is assumed to be known.

3.2 Decision Variables

Having defined the inputs to the problem, we are now ready to introduce the decision
variables of SBPR. The first decision that we must make in order to solve the redesign
problem is allocating activities to resource types. We denote by xa,r ∈ {0, 1} the deci-
sion variable that equals to 1 if activity a is assigned to resource type r. This is a ‘clas-
sical’ redesign decision, which must be considered in any BPR initiative. In this work,
we assume that an activity must be allocated to exactly one resource type. The cost of
allocating activity a to resource type r is denoted by wa,r. In practice, these costs may
correspond to full-time equivalent (FTE) number of resource type r (per year) that we
require to perform activity a. The quantity can be scaled by the wages of the different
resource types.

Another decision that we allow in SBPR is for resource types to learn new skills.
Formally, we denote by ys,r ∈ {0, 1} the decision variable of whether resource type
r acquires skill s. Skill acquisition is associated with a learning cost ls,r, which cor-
responds to various expenses related to training, hiring, and programming (in case the
new resource type is a computer). In the running example, we may decide that nurses
should be up-skilled to perform examinations and treatments. This skill acquisition may
be expensive, yet it may pay off overall due to savings in activity allocation costs. The
learning costs can also be used to specify that not all skills can be acquired by each
resource type. Note that one of the strengths of our SBPR formulation is the symmetric
treatment of human resources and computers. Both are treated as resource types that
can be allocated to activities and trained to acquire new skills.

3.3 Objective Function and Constraints

To represent the aforementioned trade-offs between the two types of costs (activity allo-
cation and learning), the objective function of our redesign problem minimizes the fol-
lowing expression:
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min
x,y

∑

a∈A

∑

r∈R
wa,rxa,r +

∑

r∈R

∑

s∈S
ls,rys,r. (1)

The first term represents the total costs of assigning activities to resource types. The
second term corresponds to the total cost of resource type r learning skill s. We assume
that each activity must be assigned to exactly one resource type. This corresponds to
a set of constraints,

∑
r∈R xa,r = 1,∀a ∈ A. Since we aim at social redesign, we

define the social cost that we incur when assigning activity a to resource type r as ca,r
and assume that a social budget br is set by the organization for every resource type
r. The budget is an upper bound on the total cost of ‘unsocial’ decisions made with
respect to resource type r. For example, if resource A is an RPA tool, allocating many
activities to A will result in high usage of the social budget. In practice, the social costs
and budgets are based on a company’s social policy. Companies that aim at limiting the
scale of automation would assign higher costs to automating certain activities, while set-
ting lower social budgets for computerised resources. Furthermore, organizations that
target inclusion would assign higher social costs and lower social budgets to advan-
taged resources, compared to their disadvantaged colleagues. To represent the relation
between social costs and social budgets, we add the following set of constraints to our
redesign problem: ∑

a∈A
ca,rxa,r ≤ br,∀r ∈ R. (2)

In addition, for each activity a and resource type r for which xa,r = 1, either s(a) is
already in the existing skills of the resource type, i.e., s(a) ∈ σ(r), or we train r to
obtain skill s(a). Formally, we add the constraints:

(xa,r = 1 ∧ s(a) /∈ σ(r)) → (ys(a),r = 1),∀a ∈ A, r ∈ R. (3)

Lastly, a skill s can be obtained only if all its predecessor skills s′ : (s′, s) ∈ E were
obtained. This yields the following constraints:

ys,r = 1 → ∀(s′, s) ∈ E(ys′,r = 1 ∨ s′ ∈ σ(r)),∀s ∈ S, r ∈ R. (4)

Given the above objective function and the set of constraints, the SBPR problem can be
written as the following constrained optimization problem (COP):

min
x,y

∑

a∈A

∑

r∈R
wa,rxa,r +

∑

r∈R

∑

s∈S
ls,rys,r

s.t.
∑

a∈A
ca,rxa,r ≤ br, ∀r ∈ R

∑

r∈R
xa,r = 1 ∀a ∈ A

(xa,r = 1 ∧ s(a) /∈ σ(r)) → (ys(a),r = 1) ∀a ∈ A, r ∈ R,

ys,r = 1 → ∀(s′, s) ∈ E (ys′,r = 1 ∨ s′ ∈ σ(r)) ∀s ∈ S, r ∈ R,

xa,r ∈ {0, 1}, ys,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀s ∈ S,∀r ∈ R,∀a ∈ A.
(5)
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The COP in Eq. (5) can be solved using standard constraint solvers. The following result
states the computational complexity of the SBPR.

Theorem 1. The SBPR problem defined in Eq. (5) is NP-complete.

Proof. We show by reduction into the generalized assignment problem (GAP), which
is known to be NP-hard [18]. For a special case of the problem when ∀s, r(ls,r =
0∧ s ∈ σ(r)), i.e., each learning cost is zero and each resource type has all skills, we get
that the objective function comprises only the first expression and the two implication
constraints are satisfied. The latter stems from the fact that the first implication

(xa,r = 1 ∧ s(a) /∈ σ(r)) → (ys(a),r = 1)

always holds, since s(a) ∈ σ(r) for any activity. The second implication has a true
right-hand side regardless whether ys,r = 1 or not. Removing the two implication
constraints and the second objective term turns the problem into an instance of the
GAP [18]. Hence, we get that the GAP is a special case of SBPR, which makes SBPR
at least as hard as the GAP, namely at leastNP-hard. Since the SBPR can be formulated
as a mixed-integer programming using the constraint reformulation in [19], we get that
SBPR’s computational complexity is at most NP-hard. Therefore, the complexity of
SBPR is NP-complete. 	


This appears to be a discouraging result for the general formulation of the SBPR.
However, our experiments show that for some variants of large problems (1000 activ-
ities, 500 resource types, 100 skills) the run time is a matter of seconds when using
a constrained solver. In our computational analysis of SBPR (Sect. 4) we pinpoint the
conditions that make the problem intractable.

3.4 Applying SBPR to the Running Example

To show how SBPR can be applied in practice, we instantiate the running example in
Fig. 1. We use the activities and resources as depicted in the BPMN diagram. Moreover,
we consider the skill graph in Fig. 2. Next, we add a new resource type, which is an
RPA tool that can be trained to perform clerkship (acquire skill s1). Therefore, the new
resource set is now R = {C,N,M,A} with C,N,M being Clerk, Nurse, and Medical
Doctor, as before, and A being the RPA solution. The activities that must be allocated
remain as before. We set the parameters of the model as follows:

– The weights wa,r are set such that the RPA tool receives wa,A = 0 for each activity
(assuming that once the tool is trained and deployed, its costs are 0). The other
weights are set according to the yearly salary that the human resources receive. We
assume that weights are dependent only on resources (and not the activities) and set
wa,C = 1, wa,N = 3, wa,M = 9,∀a ∈ A. Note that we do not assume that some of
the activities cannot be automated.

– The social cost ca,r is set to be 0 for human resource types and ca,A = 1 for the
proposed RPA solution.
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Fig. 3. SBPR result for the outpatient hospital treatment process.

– The social budget is set to be equal to the number of activities for human resources
(br = 7), since we do not wish to limit the number of activities that they can per-
form. On the other hand, we set br = 2 for our RPA tool, implying that we allow
computerisation of at most two activities.

– The learning costs ls,r are set to be high for human resource types (ls,r = 10000),
except for the clerk who is allowed to up-skill and learn the sequencing of patients
(lC,s4 = 1). In alternative scenarios, one may wish to up-skill nurses to perform
some of the medical doctor’s activities. For the RPA tool, A, we set the learning
cost of clerkship and sequencing to be low, lA,s1 , lA,s4 = 1, while setting the costs
to learn other skills (e.g., ‘Treat’ and ‘Examine’) to be high (lA,s = 10000,∀s �=
s1, s4).

Figure 3 presents the resulting redesigned process model that stems from a solution of
the COP. Note that the acquired skills are embedded into the name of the corresponding
resource types for each lane. We observe that the clerk resource type was trained to per-
form the ‘Sequence Patient’ activity, while the RPA tool was trained for the ‘Register’
and ‘Check-out’ activities. The ‘Sequence Patient’ activity was not chosen to be com-
puterised, since performing 3 activities is outside the social budget of the RPA. Without
a social element in the re-design initiative, the clerks would remain without any activity
assignments and their role would become obsolete.

Lastly, note that the as-is solution is also a feasible solution to the problem. However,
it is suboptimal, since it yields an objective value of 29, while the optimal value is 27.
The difference of 2 units may well be substantial if we consider a unit to be the wage of
a full-time equivalent position. Without the social consideration, we could achieve an
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objective value of 26, which stems from the infeasible solution of automating patient
sequencing.

3.5 Setting SBPR Inputs

In this part, we generalize from a specific application of our approach to setting SBPR
input parameters in realistic settings. We start by an observation that a key distinction
in how we set the various input parameters comes from their origin.

The set of weights, wa,r, the learning costs lr,s, and the skill graph (including the
as-is coloring functions) are exogenous to the SBPR problem. These exogenous param-
eters can be estimated using organizational data. For example, the weights wa,r can be
computed as the number of FTEs of resource type r ∈ R that were historically required
to perform activity a ∈ A. Similarly, one can assess past costs of training using the
total manpower required to acquire a skill s for resource type r. The skill graph and
the coloring functions can be derived from employee training guidelines, professional
curricula, and other organisational documents.

Conversely, social costs and resource budgets are endogenous, since they represent
organisational policies concerning social responsibility. Clearly, by setting all social
costs ca,r to be 0, an organization would be stating that they do not wish to be socially
responsible for the distribution of work. The SBPR would then collapse into a simple
task to resource allocation problem. We shall demonstrate the implications of setting
different social policies on the corresponding SBPR implementations in Sect. 5, but
will perform a computation analysis of the SBPR first.

4 Computational Analysis of SBPR

In this part, we describe a thorough computational analysis, which we conducted using
synthetically generated instances of SBPR. To demonstrate the applicability of the COP,
wemeasure the run-time of solving SBPR to optimality as function of various controlled
variables (e.g., number of activities, number of skills, and ratio between activities and
resources). We shall first describe our experimental design, followed by the main results
and insights gathered from the evaluation.

4.1 Experimental Design

In this part, we discuss the experimental setting that we used for our empirical analy-
sis. Below, we provide the methods we used to generate input parameters, control for
the computational complexity of the SBPR problem, the controlled and uncontrolled
variables, and details on the implementation of our approach.

Generating Input Parameters. In Theorem 1, we proved that the GAP is a special case
of SBPR. Hence, for our experiment we used well-established GAP problem instances
to create instances of SBPR. Specifically, we generated sets of parameters from previous
work that analyzed the GAP’s computational complexity [20]:

– Allocation coefficients wa,r were sampled from a discrete uniform distribution
U [15, 25],
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– Social cost coefficients ca,r were sampled from U [0, 25], thus allowing for some
activities to have 0 social cost (i.e., they can be fully automated).

In addition, we created skills sets of sizes 10, 50, 100, randomly assigning the skills
required to perform the activities by setting s(a),∀a ∈ A. We created random skill
graphs with random initial coloring functions (σ) and sampled learning coefficients
(ls,r) from uniform distribution U [5, 25].

Controlling for Computational Complexity. In order to control for the hardness of the
SBPR (as it depends on the hardness of the GAP), we have used a well-known result
that the computational complexity of the GAP depends mainly on the ratio between the
left-hand side (LHS) and the right-hand side (RHS) of the constraints in Eq. (2) [20].
Specifically, the LHS expression,

∑
a∈A ca,rxa,r, corresponds to the demand for the

budget expressed in the RHS. We shall refer to the LHS as the social pressure on a
resource. One can show that the GAP becomes hard when the mean total social pressure
approaches the total social budget [20], i.e., 1

|R|
∑

r∈R
∑

a∈A ca,r ≈ ∑
r∈R br. In

GAP experiments, one typically sets the budget br using a parameter ρ by setting:

br =
ρ

|R|
∑

a∈A
ca,r. (6)

When ρ decreases, the social pressure per resource increases (and with it the computa-
tional complexity of the GAP), and vice versa. Therefore, ρ can be thought of as the
inverse social pressure. In the literature, ρ is often set to be 0.8, which is a value known
to be generating hard instances. Similarly, to control for the hardness of the SBPR prob-
lem, we vary the values of ρ between 0.5 and 0.99. SBPR problems with ρ < 0.5 were
often found to be infeasible. So, in the final experiments we used 0.5 as the lowest value
for ρ.

Controlled and Uncontrolled Variables. Below, we summarize the values of the con-
trolled variables in the randomly generated SBPR instances:

– The number of activities |A| varied in {100, 250, 500, 750, 1000},
– Activity to resource type ratio |A|

|R| was set to be 2, 5, 10 (with 2 meaning that there
are 2 times more activities than resource types),

– The number of skills |S| was set to be in {10, 50, 100},
– Social pressure per resource, ρ, received values in {0.5, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99}.
The uncontrolled variable was the run-time (in seconds), which is defined as the time
until a feasible solution was proven to be optimal. The experimental setting led to 675
randomly generated SBPR instances, which served as the data points for the statistical
analysis provided in Sect. 4.2.

Implementation Details. We implemented the SBPR problem using Minizinc [21], a
constraint modeling language that works with a plethora of solvers. The batch optimiza-
tion of all instances was conducted using the pymznMinizinc wrapper for Python2. The
experiments were conducted on a Dell Inspiron Intel machine with i7-8565U CPU @

2 http://paolodragone.com/pymzn/.

http://paolodragone.com/pymzn/
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(a) Number of activities (b) Activity-to-Resource Ratio

(c) Number of skills (d) Social Pressure

Fig. 4. Run-time as function of the main effects.

1.80 GHZ, 16 GB of RAM, and 512 GB of SSD external memory. The problem defini-
tion in Minizinc and the code that generates instances and solves them to optimality are
available online3.

4.2 Main Results and Empirical Insights

We treat the controlled variables as categorical factors that influence the run-time. We
performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the run-time across the four controlled
factors, namely the number of activities, the activity-to-resource ratio, the number of
skills, and the inverse social pressure. The main effects of the controlled variables and
the interactions between those variables were found to have a statistically significant
influence on the run-time. Below, we provide a graphical exploration of both the main
effects and significant three-way interactions.

The four box plots in Fig. 4 present the run-time as function of the main effects. The
lines crossing the box plots correspond to the median run-time per level and box limits
correspond to the 5th and the 95th percentiles, respectively. According to the main
effects, the run-time grows with the number of activities and the number of skills; it
decreases as the activity-to-resource ratio increases and as the social pressure becomes
smaller (ρ increases).

We turn to present two significant interactions between our controlled variables. We
first examine the three-way interaction between social pressure, activities, and ratios.
Figure 5 presents an interaction plot. The points represent the median values, while the

3 https://bit.ly/2Q2H18R.

https://bit.ly/2Q2H18R
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Fig. 5. Three-way interaction: activities, social pressure and ratio.

Fig. 6. Three-way interaction: activities, social pressure and skills.

intervals correspond to the upper and lower 5% quantiles, as in Fig. 4. Surprisingly,
we observe that the run-time does not increase significantly as function of the number
of activities nor the social pressure, as long as the activity-to-resource ratio is 2 or 5.
When the ratio becomes 10, we have scarce resources and run-time increases exponen-
tially. Therefore, unlike what we see in the main effect of activity-to-resource ratio, the
computational complexity increases exponentially with the ratio when the social pres-
sure is kept high (ρ = 0.5).

This phenomenon can be explained by reduced flexibility when assigning jobs to a
scarce amount of resource types with limited social budgets. For example, if an RPA
tool has met its budget due to high social pressure, having less alternative human
resources leaves less options to distribute the remaining social pressure. Conversely,
having more resource types available (per activity), turns the problem of finding a dif-
ferent allocation for the activities into an easy one, regardless of the absolute number of
activities.
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Next, we continue by presenting the three-way interaction between the number of
skills, the number of activities, and the social pressure (Fig. 6). We observe that as
the numbers of activities grow and with the increase of social pressure, having less
skills increases the run-time exponentially. In other words, when less skills are present,
resources are limited in learning and re-qualifying. Therefore, when the social pressure
and the number of activities per resource increase, we cannot use learning as an alter-
native solution to allocating activities. This leads to a higher computational complexity,
essentially turning the SBPR problem into a GAP.

These observations imply that in settings where the social pressure is high compared
to the social budget, the approach is efficient only in with high number of skills and low
activity-to-resource ratios. Otherwise, using the COP to find optimal allocation and re-
qualification decisions can become impractical for large instances. This may be partly
countered by choosing a different level of granularity of skills and resource types when
using the COP.

5 SBPR-Based Decision Making

In this part, we present considerations related to social policies of organisations that
wish to apply our approach. Specifically, we discuss the question how different social
policies would influence SBPR-based decision making? To answer the question, we
provide three settings in which we demonstrate how different organizational policies
impact the resulting SBPR problems and their corresponding redesign solutions.

Across all settings, we shall assume the existence of two special resource types,
m, d ∈ R, that correspond to a computerised resource type m (e.g., an RPA tool) and
a disadvantaged employee group d 4. We shall denote the set of all other resource types
by R−, i.e., R− = R \ {m, d}. We shall assume that |R−| > 0, which implies that
there is at least a single advantaged human resource type. For the analysis, we shall
assume that the weights are ordered as follows:

wa,m < wa,r < wa,d,∀r ∈ R−,∀a ∈ A,

which implies that computerisation is always more economic to implement than to hire
humans, and that inclusion is always less beneficial (from a strictly short-term, eco-
nomic perspective) than hiring advantaged humans.

Setting 1: Limiting Automation. Learning Costs are Negligible. In this setting, we
assume that the learning costs are negligible compared to the operational weights wa,r,
i.e., ls,r = 0,∀s, r. Furthermore, we assume that the decision makers only strive to
limit automation. Therefore, they set ca,m = 1 and ca,r = 0,∀r �= m. The automation
budget is set to be |A| > bm > 0while the budget for human resource types br,∀r �= m
is set large enough to be considered infinite. Since the learning costs are negligible, we
can train any resource type to perform any activity. Hence, there is always a feasible
solution, regardless of the initial coloring functions (we can always train one of the

4 One can easily generalize the applicability analysis that follows to sets ofM automation types
and D disadvantaged employee types.
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human resource types to perform all activities). Since wa,m < wa,r,∀r �= m, an opti-
mal solution will always allocate exactly bm of the activities to resourcem. Moreover, it
will allocate to m the first bm activities with respect to an order by wa,r − wa,m. Lastly,
the solution will assign the rest of the activities to advantaged human resources (r �= d),
since wa,d > wa,r, r �= d.

In this setting, the social policy neglects inclusion, because the social cost of assign-
ing an activity to any human resource is set to 0.

Setting 2: Still Limiting Only Automation. Learning Costs are Non-negligible. As
a policy, the organization is only limiting automation by setting the social costs and
budgets as described in Setting 1. Since learning costs are non-zero, it may be beneficial
to train disadvantaged resources and assign them to newly learned tasks, compared to
learning new skills and assigning activities to advantaged human resource types (e.g.,
due to a government program)5. In this setting, we may achieve inclusion indirectly,
depending on the values of exogenous parameters.

Setting 3: Automation and Inclusion via Training. In the last setting, we assume
that policy makers aim at both inclusion and automation. By setting social costs and
budgets properly, it can be guaranteed that for any values of exogenous parameters
that allow training of disadvantaged employees, at least some portion of the activities
in A will be allocated to resource type d. We demonstrate this point by setting the
social costs such that ca,d = 0, ca,r = 1 and ca,m > ca,r,∀r ∈ R−. This means that
assigning disadvantaged resources does not consume any social budget, while assigning
advantaged humans and computers to tasks will result in non-negative consumption
of the social budget (clearly, higher social costs are assigned to computerized tasks).
Furthermore, the social budgets are set to satisfy,

bm +
∑

r∈R−
br <

∑

a∈A
ca,m +

∑

r∈R−
ca,r,

implying that at least a single activity must be assigned to d. This shows that the COP
can be effectively used to guarantee inclusion via training, while limiting automation.

By providing the three special cases of setting social policies, we have shown that
one can gain insights into the types of choices that the user of our approach must
take before applying it in a real-life setting. Furthermore, we demonstrated how the
COP representation of SBPR can be useful in supporting decisions in a model-based
fashion, thus replacing the need of speculating regarding potential outcomes of setting
social policies. Having said the above, configuring parameter values for the underlying
redesign problem (setting costs, budgets and weights) is problem-specific. It will also
require additional information that must be based on data coming from the application.
Therefore, parameter configuration is out of scope for the current work.

6 Conclusion

This work is the first attempt to methodologically include socially responsible prac-
tices into the redesign of business processes. Specifically, we provided three main
5 Counter-intuitively, some automation procedures can be extremely costly, while training dis-
advantaged employees could be sponsored by the government and thus have negligible costs.
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motivations for socially-aware redesign, namely automation, training, and inclusion. To
support decision making we formulated social business process redesign (SBPR) as a
constrained optimization problem (COP). The resulting COP allows managers to make
efficient and socially responsible decisions in complex organisational settings. We have
proven that the computational complexity of the SBPR problem is NP-complete and
conducted a computational study of our approach to show that it is applicable to large
redesign problems. Moreover, we provided a detailed factor analysis of variables that
influence the computational complexity of SBPR. Lastly, we demonstrated the impact
of organisational policies on the COP and the resulting redesign solutions in real-life
scenarios.

Our work paves the way for follow-up research, but has already some practical
implications. To start with the latter, we can imagine that our formulation of SBPR
can help organizations to make it explicit for themselves what the objective function
of their redesign initiative is. We demonstrated that both traditional, efficiency-oriented
objectives and less traditional objectives, including social or sustainable goals, can be
integrated into one and the same redesign initiative. Furthermore, our discussion of the
effect of different social policies on SBPR-based decision making (see Sect. 5) shows
how tangible support for redesign decisions can be generated. In more concrete terms,
we have shown how a range of policies can be mapped onto the characteristics of SBPR
to reveal the nature of the feasible redesign actions. While the insights that we generated
in this way may appear straightforward to the reader, it is our impression that this should
be attributed to hindsight bias – it is very difficult to foresee these without conducting
a quantitative analysis, such as presented in this work.

In future work, we aim at expanding our SBPR model to take into account
second-order effects. Specifically, over-qualification may sometimes lead to productiv-
ity loss [22], which the current model does not account for. Similarly, the effects of
learning decisions may pan out differently for human resources compared to computer
resources; productivity growth through AI, for example, may cover multiple years. This
would require reformulating SBPR as a dynamic program, taking into account decisions
made over a finite time horizon. These decisions must be jointly optimal for every time
point, since resource-to-activity and learning decisions at time t influence the corre-
sponding decisions at times t + 1, t + 2, . . ..

Our model also assumes that an activity may be carried out by a single resource,
which is rather strict. It is quite likely that hybrid man-machine teams will become
more attractive over time to allocate activities to. The immediate influence of multi-
resource activities on our model is at least two-fold. Firstly, we would need to relax
the single-activity per resource constraint and consider sets of resources as indices of
the decision variable. Secondly, the speedup or slowdown effect of having multiple
resources performing a task (compared to a single resource) must be taken into account
via the objective function by increasing or decreasing the weights of the allocations.
While this may incur more ‘unsocial decisions’, this development may also benefit indi-
vidual employees who will be freed of heavy, unhealthy, or dangerous parts of their jobs.
This multi-faceted impact also underlines how important it is to advance tools that will
help managers to make difficult redesign decisions.
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Changing the model to accommodate for additional considerations, such as
employee safety and time-dependent redesign, is possible given the expressiveness of
constrained optimization problems. However, such changes will require encoding addi-
tional features into the model, which may result in a further increase of the computa-
tional complexity of SBPR.
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